
The Five Dharmas in the

Lank avatarasutr

a Akira Suganuma

(1)I
t is generally held that the Lankavatarasutra is a memorandum in

which there are collected all the important teachings of Mahayana Budd-

hism at random: the Five Dharmas, the Three Svabhavas, the Eight

Vi jnanas, the Twofold Nairatmya, etc. As a matter of fact it is not easy

to read correctly the text of this sutra and to determine its true position in

a history of Buddhist thought of India, depending upon any text of it. As

the texts of this sutra we have the Sanskrit original, a Tibetan translation

and three Chinese translations. In addition to them we have two comment-
(2)

aries on it, which are preserved in Tibetan Bstan-hgyur and regarded to
(3)b

e worthy of the semi-orginal, as Dr. S. Yamaguchi stated. In order to

realize the true meaning of the teachings stated in this sutra, we have

to make comparative study of the these texts as strictly as possible.

When, in this way, we investigate the teachings in this sutra, we can

find the fact that they have a certain direction or order, though they seem

to be arranged in a row without having any organized system. It is that

which lies in the basis of all the teachings in this sutra and brings them

under an aim. In a word it is the world of the inner noble wisdom or the

highest wisdom experienced by Buddha (p rat yatmaryajn.anagati, svapratyat-

(1) Cf. Dr. D. Suzuki: The Lankavatarasutra, A Mahayana text translated
for the first time from the original Sanskrit. London, reprinted 1959, p. Xl.

(2) They are the Aryalankavataravrtti by Jnanasribhadra, Peking Ed. No.
5519 and the Aryalankavataranamamahayanasutravrttitathagatahrdayalam-
karanama by Jnanavajra, Peking Ed. No. 1520. 

(3) Cf. Dr. S. Yamaguchi. "On the Lankavataravrtti by Jnanasribhadra"
(Nihon Bukkyo Gakukai Nempo. No. 8, pp. 121-155).
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maryajnanagati). In this tutra many synonyms are used to express the same

concept: pratyatma (so-so ran gi), pratyatmagati, pratyatmagatigocara (so-

so ran gi rig-pahi spyod-yul), pratyatmadharmata (so-so ran gi chos-nid), pr-

atyatmaryajnanagatigocara (hphags-pa so-so ran gi rig-pahi ye-ses kyi spyod-

yul), svapratyatmaryajnanagocara (so-so ran gi rig-pahi hphags-pahi ye-ses kyi

spyod-yul), etc. That which all the teachings in the Lankavatarasutra in-

dicate to us is to realize or accomplish this Inner-Wisdom (pratyatmarya-

jnanadhigama). In the Buddhist tradition it has been regarded as the most
important aim to realize and attain the Self -Enlightenment, since Buddha

Sakyamuni's Enlightenment. Therefore that this is not particular to this

sutra is clear: in every Mahayana sutra the highest Wisdom of Buddha

himself is emphasized as the true goal to attain ultimately. We have to

notice, however, that it is asserted with emphasis in the expression "an

Inner-Self -Realization (pratyatma, svapratyatma; so-so ran gis rig-pa)" in all

the teachings of this sutra. The highest wisdom of Buddha himself as the

Inner-Self-Realization, in this sutra, means precisely the Inner-Realization

of the one who learn. and practise the Buddhist system. That is to say,

the sutra indicates to go straight to the Inner-Enlightenment that is to be

spiritually experienced (pratyatma). On that point we can see the unity of

the theories expressed in this sutra which is said to be "a kind of me-

morandum". Accordingly the teachings expressed in this sutra are consis-

tent to the effect that they point to us the way to the Inner-Realization.

For that reason all the teachings in this sutra are compared to "a finger

that points to the moon." The sutra says:

Considering the two things in the true sense (samdhaya, dgons), Mahamati,

I made this statement. What are the two things? They are the truth of the

Inner-Self-Realization (pratyatmadharmata, so-so ran gi chos-nid) and an eter-

nally-abiding reality (pauranadharmata, snon gyi lugs kyi chos nid). Consid-

ering these two things in the true sense, I made this statement. Of what true

sense in the truth of Inner-Self-Realization? It is that which has been realized

(4) Cf. Dr. G. Nishi: "On Dhyana, Samatha Vipasyana and Jnana" (Journal
of Indian and Buddhist Studies. Vol. V, No. 2, pp. 1-12).
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by the Tathagatas and also by me, in which there is neither decreasing nor

increasing: it is the realm of Inner-Self-Realization which is free from disc.

rimination of words (vagvikalpa, thig gi rnam-par rtog-pa) and the two real-

ms of words. What is an eternally-abiding reality? This ancient road of rea-

lity, Mahamati, likes the mine in which gold or silver is preserved. The

highest reality (dharmadhatu, chos kyi dbyirns), Mahamati, abides eternally;

wether the Tathagatas appear in the world or not, the reality (dharmata,

 chos-fiid) of all things abides eternally, the reality stays perpetually (dhar-

masthiti, chos kyi gnas-nid) and the reality keeps its order (dharmaniyamta,

chos mi-hgyur-ba) like the road in the ancient city. Therefore, Mahamati, I

stated that the Tathagata has neither uttered, nor ever will utter even one

word (ekam apy aksaram, yi-ge gcig kyan), from the night of his Enlighten-
(5)

ment till the night of his entrance into Nirvana.

The expressions with the same sense are seen everywhere in this

sutra.

For example:

The Tathagatas do not teach the doctrine that is dependent letters (aksa-

rapatita, yi-ge lhun-ba), because, as to letters, their being or non-being is

not attainable (anupalabdhi, mi-dmigs-pa). Again, Mahamti, if there is the

man who wants to depend upon the letters and discourses on a truth depen-

ded upon the letters, he is a mere pratter because truth is beyond the letters.

For this reason, Mahamati, in the canomical text I myself, other Buddhas,

and Bodhisattvas declared that the Tathagatas neither uttererd nor answered

even a letter (ekam apy aksaram, yi-ge gcig kyan), because truths are beyond

the letters. It does non mean, however, that (the Tathagatas) never declare

what is connected with the benifit (artha, don) (of living beings). Depending

upon discrimination (of living beings), they declare anything. If, Mahamati,

they do not depend upon (discrimination), the scriptures containing all the

truths will disappear, and when the scriptures disappear there will be no

Buddhas, Sravakas, Pratyekabuddhas and Boddhisattvas; when they disappear,

what is to be taught and to whom? For this reason, Mahamati, the Bodhisa-

ttva-Mahasattva is should not attach to the words or letters in the canonical

(5) Lankavatarasutra. p. 143, 1. 4-14, p. 144, 1. 5-8.
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text (desanapatharuta, bsad-pa brjod-pa brjod-pahi sgra). (The discription in)

the canonical texts, depending upon the minds of living beings, is not fixed

in the straightforward course (vyabhicarin, hkhrul-pa). Therefore, Maha-

mati, the Bodhisattva-Mahasattva should be in conformity with the meaning
(s)(

artha-pratisarana, don, la rton-pa) and not with the letter (vyanjana, yi-ge).

For the same reason the teachings expressed in the words are liken

to a finger that points to the moon, as follows: "As the ignorant grasps

the finger-tip (that points to the moon) and does not cognize the moon,
(7)

so those who cling to the letter do not know my truth." This arguement

is repeatedly asserted everywhere in this sutra. Consequently it comes to

a conclusion that the canonical scripture named the Lankavatarasutra

itself is also nothing but a finger that points to the Self-Realization liken

to the moon.

In the light of the theory of the twofold truths (satyadvaya), this

means the standpoint which regards the teachings using the arguement

expressed in the words as -the popular truth (samvrtisatya)' and the world

of Self -Reatization that is beyond the words as -the absolute truth (para-
(8)

marthasatya).' It is clear that this standpoint is not particular to this sutra,

but general in all other Mahayana sutras. We may say, however, that the

Lankavatarasutra is a representative scripture in which this standpoint is

most precisely explained by asserting that Buddha has not uttered even
(9)

one word during his life.

Thus in the Lankavatarasutra all the teachings expressed in the words

are regarded as the popular truth, and the Self-Realization that is beyond

(6) Lank. P. 194, 1. 3-p. 195, 1. 2
(7) Lank. pp. 223-224. G. 3.

angulyagram yatha halo na grhnati nisakaram/
tatha by aksarasamsaktas tattvam na vetti mamakam//

(8) Cf. Dr. G. Nishi: "The Structure of the theory of the twofold Truth,
or Shinzoku nitaisetsu no kazo" (Dr. S. Miyamoto ed. "Bukkyo no konpon
Shipri" p. 199)

(9) Cf. Dr. Nishi: "The Relation of Zen of Bodhidharma to the Lankavata-
rasutra, or Daruma no Zen to Ryogakyo no Kankei" ("Philosophia" No.
48. pp. 20-23).
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these expressions in the words is regarded as the absolute truth. We may

say that, with regard to the study of the teachings in this sutra, it has

been discussed almost concerning the theory of alayavi jnana. The charac-

teristic of the teachings in this sutra, however, is in the sense mentioned

above precisely represented by the theories that have been called traditi-

onally "the Five Dharmas, the Three Svabhavas, the Eight Vi jnanas and

the Twofold Nairatmya." Especially the theory of the Five Dharmas is

very impotant concept in order to understand the characteristic standpoint

of this sutra.
(10)

Accoding to the Lankavatarasutra, the Five Dharmas (pancadharma)

are Appearance (nimitta, mtshan-rna), Name (nama, min), Discrimination

(vikalpa, rnam-par-rtog-pa), Right Knowledge (samyagjnana, yan-dag-pahi ye-

ses) and Suchness (tathata, de-bshin-nid). With regard to the difinition of

the Five Dharmas the sutra says as follows:

(1) Appearance is, Mahamati, that which is seen as having such characte-

ristics as form (samsthana, dbyibs), shape (akrti, byad-pa), distinctive feature

(visesa, khyad-pa), image (akara, rnam-pa), colour (rupa,gzugs); this is Appea-

rance. (2) With regard to this Appearance the ideas (samjna, hdu-ses) are

formed such as a jar, etc., by which one says that this is so and no other;

this is Name. (3) When Names are pronounced, Appearances are determined

and there is Discrimination, saying this is mind and this is what belongs to

it. (4) That these Names and Appearances are after all unobtainable (atya-

ntanupalabdhita, sin-tu mi-dmigs-pa) because when intellection (buddhi, blo)

is put away, the aspect of mutuality ceases to be perceived and imagined;

this is Suchness which is characterized as truth (tattva, de-kho-nanid), reality

(bhuta, tib. omits), exact knowledge (niscaya, yan-dag-par foes-pa), perfection

(nistha, mthar-thug-pa), substantiality (prakrti, ran-bshin), self-substance (sva-

bhava, n.o-bo-Aid) and the unattainable (anupalabdhi, mi-dmigs-pa). I myself

and the other Tathagatas, realising this Suchness, have truthfully pointed out,

imformed, made public and widely shown it (to the people). (5) When it

is realized and rightly conceived as neither negative nor affirmative, discrimi-

(10) Dr. D. Suiuki translated 'dharma' by 'category' in this case (ibid. p.
155).
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nation ceases to rise and there is a state confortable to the noble wisdom

that is the Inner-Self-Realization (p rat yatmaryajnananukula, bdag gi hphags-pa

so-so ran gi ye-ses danft hthun-pa), which is not the course of controversy

pertaining to the philosophers, Sravakas and Pratyekabuddhas; this is Right
(11)

Knowledge.

According to the explanation of the sutra, Appearances (nimitta) are

the qualities that belong to sense-objects such as visual etc., Name (nama)

is the wrong idea which is risen by attaching to these Appearances, and

Discrimination (vikalpa) is to name all these objects and qualities, distin-

guishing one from another. These three dharmas equally belong to the

ordinary people (bala), by which they falsely take the wrong idea of things

and wrongly discriminate them. On the contrary Right Knowledge (samya-

gjnana) and Suchness (tathata) are beyond this world of the ordinary people.
That is to say, by these two dharmas is meant a realm of the Inner-Self-

Realization. The sutra says: "A Bodhisattva-Mahasattva who exists in

Suchness (tathatavyavasthita, de-bshin-nid la gnas-pa) attains the state. of

imagelessness (nirabhasagocara, snarl-ba med-pahi rtog-pahi spyod-yul) and

thereby attains the Bodhisattva-stage called Joy (pramudita bodhisattvabhumi(12)
bran-chub-sems-dpahi sa rab-tu dgah-ba)". Further the Bodhisattva, going up

in succession through the second Bodhisattva-stage, etc., reaches the Bod-

hisattva-stage of Dharma-cloud (dharmamegha, chos kyi sprin) and at last

attains the stage of Ttthagatahood (tathagatabhumi, de-bshin-gsegs-pahi sa).

Thus investigating the theory of the Five Dharmas, we can understand

that it points out the straightway to the inner-Self -Realization from dis-

crimination of the ordinary people. It is made fairly clear when this theory

is told in-the relation to the theory of Three Svabhavas. We have to

attend that the Three Svabhavas are stated always connected with the

theory of the Five Dharmas in this sutra. The Tree Svabhavas are Pari-

kalpitasvabhava (kun-brtags-pahi ran-bshin), Paratantrasvabhava (gshan gyi

dban gi ran-bshin), and Parinispannasvabhava (yons-su grub-pahi ran-bshin),

which are the same techniques as used in the works of Vijnanavada.

(11) Lank. p. 228, 1. 5 p. 229, 1. 1.
(12) Lank. P. 226, 1. 12-16.
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In this sutra the relation between these Three Svabhavas and the Five

Dharmas is precisely mentioned as follows:

Appearance, Name and Discrimination are the characteristics of the two

Svabhavas, while Right Knowledge and Suchness are the characteristics of
(13)

Parinisp annasvabhava.

Pursuiting the explanation of the sutra we can see that the theory of

the Three Svabhavas is treated as that which points out the straightway to

the Inner-Self-Realization from discrimination of the ordinary people. It

is taken in the theory of the Five Dharmas only to this effect. Explaining

Parikalpitasvabhava and Pratantrasvabhava, the sutra interprets Parinispa-

nnasvabhava as follows: "Of these, Mahamati, what is Parinispannasva-

bhava? It is Suchness (tathata, de-bshin-nid); it is realization of noble

wisdom (aryajnanagatigamana, hphags-pahi ye-ses rtog-pa thobs-pa); it is the

world of the Inner-Self-Enlightenment by noble wisdom (pratyatmaryajna-

nagatigocara, hphags-pa so-so ran gi rig-pahi ye-ses kyi spyod-yul), which is

free from discriminating notions of form, name, reality and character.

This Parinispannasvabhava, Mahamati, is the essence of Tathagatagarbha
(14)

(tathagatagarbhahrdaya, de-bshin-gsegs-pa rnams kyi snip-po thugs)."

On closer investigation as to the theory of the Eight Vijnanas and

the Twofold Egolessness or Nairatmya, we will find that there is the same

reason. With regard to the relation between the Five Dharmas and the

Three Svabhavas, etc., the sutra observes that the Three Svabhavas, the

Eight Vijnanas, the Twofold Nairatmya and the truth of Buddha are inclu-

ded in the Five Dharmas, and the sutra concludes as follows:

The Five Dharmas, the (Three) Svabhavas, the Eight Vijnanas and the

Twofold Nairatmya by them are included all (the teachings of) the Maha-
(13)

yana (krtsna-mahayanaparigraha, theg-chen thams-cad hdus-pa).

That the Three Svabhavas, etc. are included in the Five Dharmas, from

the viewpoint stated above, never means that they are systematically taken

in the theory of the Five Dharmas as doctrine. It is said so only because

(13) Lank. p. 68, G. 134.
nimittam nama samkalpah svabhavadvayalaksanam/
samyagjnanam hi tathata parinispannalaksanam//

(14) Lank. p. 67, 1. 15 p. 68, 1. 1.
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each of these-theories, in the same meaning that the Five Dharmas mean,

points out the straightway to the Inner-Self-Realization from discrimination

of the ignorant common people. Therefore, on the effect that each of them

points the same straightway to the Self -Realization from discriminating

world, all the teachings of Mahayana Buddhism are included in the Five

Dharmas; it is not because they are dogmatically organized in the Five

Dharmas as doctrine. In this sense the sutra says, "by them are included

all the Mahayana."

In conclusion we can say that, in the sense mentioned above, the real

characteristic of the teachings in the Lankavatarasutra that is said to be

lack of systematic order is precisely explained by the theory of "the Five

Dharmas," which has been traditionally called "the Five Dharmas, the

Three Svabhavas, the Eight Vi jnanas, the Twofold Nairatmya, etc." The-

refore, from the viewpoint of the Lankavatarasutra, in this reason all

the teachings of Mahayana. Buddhism are included in these Five Dharmas.

(15) Lank. p. 229, G. 5.
pancadharmah svabhavas ca vijnanany asta eva ca/
dve nairatmye bhavet krtsno mahayanaparigrahah//
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